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Joint mobility and proper ranges of motion are absolutely critical components for an individual 

to live the life they desire and deserve.  Without proper joint mobility, we still may be able to grind 

through our workouts, sports, and daily life but always with asymmetries and compensations that 

overtime will damage the muscles, fascia, tendons, ligaments, and nerve flow of the body.   

Human beings were meant to be mobile and stay in motion.  Without motion, we begin to atrophy 

and die.  The euphemism, “use it or lose it” is perfectly applicable when it comes to the subject of 

mobility and health in general.  The good news is that it is easy to maintain healthy mobility throughout 

our entire lives.  There is no expensive equipment to buy (don’t trust anyone who says otherwise) and 

the exercises are simple and gentle enough that practically anyone can complete them the first day!   

 As we age, mobility training becomes even more important to keep the synovial fluid in our joints 

circulating and stimulated.  I recommend the following drills once a day, every day.  The drills can be 

used as a great dynamic warm-up, between sets in the gym, in front of the T.V., during your lunch break, 

or right when you wake up before you start your day (works better than coffee).  If you decide to do this 

right when you wake up, slowly ease into it and NO jerky movements!  The discs between our vertebrae 

are filled with fluid when we wake up and are more susceptible to injury at this time so take your time 

to loosen up.   

Popping or cracking (crepitus and cavitation’s) are normal as long as there is no pain, numbness, or 

tingling.  If you do experience these sensations, call our office (573-426-4542) for treatments or 

necessary referral.   In each drill we are looking for tension free movements.   These drills should 

become a regular part of your life, and looked forward to as a chance to allow you to relax and energize.   

No one wants to be hobbled over and unable to lift their arms at 70, so take preventative measures 

NOW and take responsibility for your QUALITY of life! 
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“We must all suffer from one of two pains; the pain of discipline or the pain of regret.” 

- Jim Rohn 

*All corresponding pictures to the exercises are read left to right and top to bottom 

 

1. Hula Hoops- Keeping spine in neutral alignment, rotate your hips in a small circle slowly 

increasing in size.  Upper body moves as well as hips/pelvis.  Perform 15 rotations each way. 

 
 

2. Pelvic Tilt- With hands on the hips and without moving upper body tilt pelvis front and back for 

15 reps. Maintaining same position, tilt pelvis side to side 15 times, again without moving upper 

body. 
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3. Lunge Rotations- Get into forward lunge position, without letting front knee go in front of toes.  

Place both hands on floor on the inside of front leg.  Slowly rotate your hips in a circle for 10x 

each way.  Repeat on other leg. 

 
 

4. Leg Swings- Holding onto wall with one hand, slowly swing one leg at the hip slowly increasing 

range of motion. Perform 15 reps for each leg. 

 
 

5. Hip Hinge- Keeping your knees only slightly flexed, bend at the waist with a neutral spine so you 

push your butt out behind you.  Try to continue until your upper body is parallel to the floor or 

until you feel a stretch in the hamstrings.   Repeat 10x. 
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6. Thoracic Tilt – With hands at your sides, pretend someone is pushing on your sternum and let 

your chest depress, then push out your chest as if someone is pulling a string attached to your 

sternum.  Do not let your shoulders raise or shrug upwards. Repeat 15x. 

 
7. Thoracic Glide- With arms parallel to the floor, imagine someone pulling on one arm and then 

the other.  Keep your lower body still so just your upper body is moving back and forth.  Repeat 

15 times. 

 
8. Upper Body Lateral Flexion- With your hips square and arms at your side, slowly flex your upper 

body to one side.  Let the head flex along with body.  Relax as much as possible.  Repeat 10x 

each side. 
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9. Cervical Flexion/Extension- At the occiput and C1 vertebra, slowly flex and extend the head 10x.  

Go slow enough to note any pain or discomfort, if there is shooting pain or tingling, STOP! 

 
10. Cervical Lateral Flexion – Slowly bend the neck one vertebra at a time to one side and then the 

other.  Repeat each side 10x.  Go slow enough to note any pain or discomfort, if there is 

shooting pain or tingling, STOP! 

 
11. Cervical Rotation- Slowly rotate the neck to one side and the other for 10x each.  Go slow 

enough to note any pain or discomfort, if there is shooting pain or tingling, STOP! 

 
12. Cervical Glide- Without moving the upper body and shoulders, slowly glide the neck to the left 

and right 10x each way.  This may be awkward at first, but will improve rapidly. 
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13. Spinal Wave- In a neutral position, starting at your first cervical vertebra slowly flex one 

vertebra at a time until your entire spine is in comfortable flexion.  At bottom position, slightly 

flex the knees, and slowly extend one vertebra at a time starting in low back until you are 

standing with head in comfortable extension.  Repeat 10x (SLOWLY). 
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14. Rag Doll- With the spine in neutral position and the hips square, slowly rotate upper body to 

one side then drop to one side (as if you are a puppet and your strings were cut).  With spine 

neutral and hands brushing the floor, rotate to the other side of body and slowly rise back, low 

back first, then mid-back and shoulders, and finally the head up to the starting position. 

 

 
15. Qi Gong Claps- With your hands relaxed and at your sides and spine in neutral position slowly 

rotate to your right side so you are looking behind you over your right shoulder so your right 

hand claps your left kidney and your left hand claps the right side of your chest.  Repeat on left 

side so your left hand claps your right kidney.  Keep your arms relaxed and tension free and 

repeat 15x on each side. 
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16. Shoulder Shrugs- With arms at your sides; shrug your shoulders forward, backwards, and 

alternatively 10x each.  Go slow and focus on the protraction and retraction of the shoulder 

blades with each movement. 

 
17. Shoulder Screws- With arms raised at your sides (parallel to floor) with your left hand palm 

down and right hand palm up, slowly rotate hips to the left and bending knees to the left and 

rotate left arm so palm is face and up at same time rotate right arm so palm is face down.  Rise 

back up to starting position.  This time, right hand is palm down and left hand is palm up.  Rotate 

hips to right while bending knees to the right while rotating right arm so palm is up and left arm 

is palm down.  Repeat 10x on each side.  Important to keep arms at 90 degrees and to rotate the 

ARM and not just the hand! 
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18. Wall Walk Ups- Standing arm’s length from a wall with right hand fingers touching the wall with 

arm at 90 degrees, slowly walk up the wall with your fingers until you are in complete extension 

and body is next to the wall.  Slowly walk your fingers back down until you are in the starting 

position. Repeat for 3x with each arm. 

 
19. Arm Circles- With both hand extended in front of you and fingers spread open, perform small 

circles with both arms 10x each way.  Raise both arms to your sides at 90 degrees and perform 

10 circles each way with fingers spread.  With both arms raised above your head and fingers 

spread, perform 10 circles each way.  Finally with arms extended behind you with fingers spread 

perform 10 circles each way.  Remember to keep the circles fairly small and always controlled.  

Keeping the fingers spread will isolate the shoulder better. 
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20. Arm Swings- With arms at your sides; slowly swing both arms forward and backwards, gradually 

increasing speed and range of motion.  Repeat 15x. 

 
21. Heel Circles- With the toes of one foot pointing toward the floor (foot is perpendicular to floor), 

slowly draw circles with your heel 10x each way.  Repeat on other foot. 

 
22. Foot Circles- Standing on one foot with knee slightly flexed, keep other leg in front of you in the 

air and perform circles with the foot. Repeat 10x each way on each foot.  In same starting 

position, flex foot that is in the air up (dorsiflexion) and down (plantar flexion) 10x each with 

each foot.  Lastly, in same starting position, invert and evert the foot that is in the air 10x each 

way with each foot. 
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23. Knee Circles- In an athletic position, slowly rotate knees (only KNEES) in a circle 10x each way.  

Important to NOT let knees bow in or out.  Keep them in a neutral position about shoulder 

width apart. 

 
24. 1- Legged Knee Circles – Standing on one leg with the other leg flexed at the hip and knee, 

slowly rotate the lower leg that is in the air while keeping the hips stable and fixed.  Perform 10 

circles each way with each leg. 

 
25. 1-Legged Hip Circles- Standing on one leg and keeping the other leg straight and off the ground, 

perform 10 circles with the leg to the outside (in abduction).  Perform same thing with leg across 

the body (adduction), in front of body (flexion), and behind the body (extension) 
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26. Elbow Circles- Isolate the elbow, so only forearm is moving, perform 10 circles each way with 

both elbows.  Keep fingers extended and together to help isolate the elbow. 

 
27. Wrist Circles- Perform 10 circles each way on both wrist with fingers flexed to isolate the wrists. 

 
28. Finger Waves- Slowly flex one finger at a time and then extend each finger 10x each way. 

 
29. Finger Circles- Starting with the thumb and including each isolated finger; perform circles 10x 

each way.  This will be difficult at first but you will become much more coordinated after just a 

few times. 

30. Finger Bursts- Slowly flex the fingers into a fist and FORCEFULLY extend all the fingers at one 

time.  10x with each hand. 
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In addition to these mobility drills, there are other simple things to do to ensure overall health 

and wellness: 

- Aerobic/Anaerobic exercise 3/4x a week  

- Balanced diet (limit processed foods) 

- 7-8 hours of sleep per night 

- Active lifestyle 

- Regular preventative healthcare 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Dr. Jeff Stripling is a full body certified Active Release Techniques (ART) chiropractor that specializes in 

musculoskeletal disorders, sports injuries, work/overuse injuries, and physical rehabilitation.  After graduating 

from Palmer College of Chiropractic, Dr. Stripling has completed extensive post graduate studies to help his 

patients feel their best and move as they should.  He is a certified kettlebell instructor through USAKL and IKFF 

and is CrossFit L1 Certified.   

You may contact Dr. Stripling at MSpineAndSport@gmail.com or call 573-426-4542. 
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